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Smile if you wish
Checkers Game!
Dad : Kevin, why don’t you play checkers with Tim?
Kevin : Dad, Will you play with someone who lies & cheats and moves when you are
not looking?
Dad : No, certainly not!
Kevin : Well, Neither will he.
Dad : ???

Building a horse!

A kid played for a while and came home and explaining what she saw.
Kid : Mom! You know what! I saw a man building horse.
Mom : That is nice. Was he building with wood?
Kid : No. It’s a live one. It even neighs.
Mom : Are you sure? How can you say he was building?
Kid : I am positive mom! I saw that person nailing to build horse foot.
Mom :

Headache!

Kid : Mom! I’ve got a stomachache.
Mom : That is because you haven’t eaten. Your stomach is empty - that is why it hurts.
Kid : Oh! Is that why you have all those headaches?
Mom :

Banana - Blindness!

Two kids Ravi & Raju are traveling in a train for the first time. They took out bananas to
eat, at that moment the train entered into a dark tunnel.
Ravi : Raju! Have you eaten your banana yet?
Raju : No. Why?
Ravi : Well, don’t touch it. I took one bite and went blind.
Raju :

Examination

A student is writing an examination, which consists of only true or false questions. So the
student took a coin and tossing it up to find either heads or tails. If heads, he is marking
as true and false otherwise. He completed answering his question paper and still tossing.
When the duration is about to complete, the invigilator watched the student sweating and
little tensed.
Invigilator : Are you OK? You already completed answering your questions. Why are
you tossing the coin?
Student : I am verifying my answers. None of them tally to the previous answers.
Invigilator :
Let us see some more jokes in next issue. Till then, Good Bye.

